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ABSTRACT
Continuous deployment (CD) is a software development practice
aimed at automating delivery and deployment of a software product,
following any changes to its code. If properly implemented, CD to-
gether with other automation in the development process can bring
numerous benefits, including higher control and flexibility over
release schedules, lower risks, fewer defects, and easier on-boarding
of new developers. Here we focus on the (r)evolution in CD work-
flows caused by containerization, the virtualization technology that
enables packaging an application together with all its dependencies
and execution environment in a light-weight, self-contained unit,
of which Docker has become the de-facto industry standard. There
are many available choices for containerized CD workflows, some
more appropriate than others for a given project. Owing to cross-
listing of GitHub projects on Docker Hub, in this paper we report
on a mixed-methods study to shed light on developers’ experiences
and expectations with containerized CD workflows. Starting from a
survey, we explore the motivations, specific workflows, needs, and
barriers with containerized CD. We find two prominent workflows,
based on the automated builds feature on Docker Hub or continu-
ous integration services, with different trade-offs. We then propose
hypotheses and test them in a large-scale quantitative study.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→ Software maintenance tools;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Continuous deployment (CD), also referred to as continuous de-
livery,1 is the fast-paced, automation-heavy software engineering
approach in which teams work in short iterations to produce soft-
ware that is deployable (production ready) at any time [31]. CD has
promised to deliver a revolution over the twice-yearly or so stan-
dard for software releasing, through greater control and flexibility
over feature releases, incremental deployment of value, lower risks,
fewer defects, easier on-boarding of new developers, less off-hours
work, and a considerable uptick in confidence [45]. It is not surpris-
ing then that the Perforce report [49] found that 65% of software
developers, managers, and executives have used CD. Moreover,
the “State of DevOps” survey [52], with 3,200 participants from
around the world, found CD positively impacts IT performance and
negatively impacts deployment pain.

On the other hand, industry reports and academic studies have
found that implementing the automation, i.e., pipelines (workflows),
needed to properly provide CD is challenging and takes a lot of
time and tuning, due to the many moving parts and the specific
needs of each project or organization [8, 31, 49, 56]. A prototypical
CD workflow involves a continuous integration (CI) service, like
Jenkins [60] and Travis [41], which is triggered by new changes
in the version control system to build, test, and deploy the pack-
aged application. Many separate and often redundant tools can
be pipelined to assemble a CD system for a project or organiza-
tion. How-to guides exist [2, 30], and turn-key solutions, mainly
commercial, are also available [34]. Previous studies have looked
at implementations of CD in individual organizations [45, 55, 63]
and one study has compared implementations in 15 different or-
ganizations [56]. It is commonly reported in those studies that the
benefits gained are many but that implementing CD takes time.
As more and more experience is being gained with different ways
to implement CD, it has become obvious that different solutions,
i.e., workflows, are possible, and that they may fit different needs.
Stated differently, choosing one available workflow vs another may
make a big difference to a specific project. Thus, maps of project
needs onto prototype CD workflows would be considered helpful.

Here we focus on studying the (r)evolution in CD workflows
caused by containerization, the virtualization technology that en-
ables packaging an application together with all its dependencies
and execution environment in a light-weight, self-contained unit.

1Although technically continuous deployment encompasses continuous delivery, the
two terms tend to be used interchangeably in practice by developers. We don’t distin-
guish between the two here; we define the workflows precisely, below.
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Containerization has transformed CD workflows, promising ad-
ditional speedups and higher level of abstraction. Containers (or
images) encapsulating a packaged application ready for deploy-
ment can be specified declaratively, versioned together with the
rest of the infrastructure code, built automatically, and published
to some cloud-based registry for easy access by users and other
applications. Among containerization technologies, Docker contain-
ers have become the de-facto industry standard. Since inception in
2013, Docker containers have been downloaded 29B+ times2 and
their usage is spreading rapidly; e.g., the “Annual Container Adop-
tion” report [50] found that 79% of companies chose Docker as their
primary container technology. Thus, studying Docker container
usage is relevant to most of the containerization community.

In this paper we seek to aid in deciding how to appropriately
choose betweenDocker-enabled CDworkflows, by collating lessons
learned and offering data-driven evidence from different CD imple-
mentations in open source software (OSS) projects. We focus on
OSS projects on GitHub, the largest public code repository host, and
Docker Hub3, the most popular cloud-based registry for Docker
containers, which hosts over 2 million Docker image repositories
as of March 2018; 94% of these images are linked to a GitHub repos-
itory, enabling the data mining for our study.

As with any CD pipeline, developers have considerable freedom
to define custom Docker-enabled workflows, choosing, e.g., what CI
service to use, what to include in the images, and how to automate
their construction and publication. Starting from these two public
sources of data, GitHub and Docker Hub, in this paper we report
on a mixed-methods study to explore the following questions:
RQ1:What motivations, unmet needs, and barriers do developers face
with their Docker-enabled CD workflows? (see §3)
RQ2:What are the differential benefits among specific Docker-enabled
CD workflows? (see §4)

The first part of our study is a multi-stage 150+ developer survey,
the results of which revealed several common CD implementations
in projects publishing images to Docker Hub: while some projects
write their own scripts to deploy images, most use available tools
which fit together without extensive retooling with their existing
solutions, e.g., standard CI services like Jenkins, Travis, and CircleCI.
We found that two Docker image deployment workflows4 were
most prominent:
(1) a Docker Hub auto-builds Workflow (denoted DHW ), where the
registry itself builds the image automatically whenever GitHub
source files change; and
(2) a CI-based Workflow (denoted CIW ), where CI tools build images
during the build and test stage, then publish to Docker Hub.

Additionally, the survey answers also generated hypotheses re-
lated to specific CD workflow outcomes: release frequency, build
results, stability, and build latency, such as image build latency tends
to worsen over time, and CIW tends to have higher image release
frequency than DHW (see §3.4 and §3.6). To test these hypothe-
ses, in the second part of our study we performed data gathering
and statistical modeling. We collected data from 1,125 projects on

2https://www.docker.com/company, as of March 2018.
3https://hub.docker.com/
4These resemble the GitHub push and pull-based models: the CI workflow “pushes”
the Docker image, while the DH workflow “pulls” it.

Docker Hub, measuring build latency, release frequency, config
file sizes and changes, commit sizes, testing times, and discussion
lengths. The above four outcomes (release frequency, build results,
stability, and build latency) were regressed against an extensive set
of variables, fitted to the processed data, and well fitting models
were obtained. In summary, we found that:
• CIW is associated with higher image release frequency than
DHW. But over time, the release frequency of both workflows
tends to drop;

• Image build latency tends to increase over time. Interestingly,
CIW tends to have shorter build latency than DHW;

• Image build configuration stability tends to increase over time.
But CIW tends to have lower Dockerfile stability than DHW;

• CIW is associated with more image build errors than DHW;
• There are notable differences within CIWs, not just between the
DH and CI workflows.
Our survey questions, scripts, and data are online at https://

github.com/yangzhangs/cd_replication.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
Docker and Docker Hub. Docker (https://www.docker.com) is
an OSS project implementing operating system-level virtualization;
it builds on many technologies from operating systems research:
LXC [22] (Linux Containers), virtualization of the OS [7], etc. The
technology is primarily intended for developers to create and pub-
lish containers [39]. With containers, applications can share the
same operating system and, whenever possible, libraries and bina-
ries [6]. The content of the container is defined by declarations in
the Dockerfile [40] which specifies the Docker commands and
the order of their execution. Docker launches its containers from
Docker image, which is a series of data layers on top of a base im-
age [23]. When developers make changes to a container, instead of
directly writing the changes to the image of the container, Docker
adds an additional layer with the changes to the image [42]. Since
production environment replicas can be easily made in local com-
puters, developers can test their changes in a matter of seconds.
Also, changes to the containers can be made rapidly as only needed
sections are updated following a change. This makes Docker very
suitable for CI and CD implementations [1].

Existing studies related to Docker containers have typically fo-
cused on performance aspects [43], security vulnerabilities [20],
and basic usage [17]. In particular, Cito et al. [17] found that de-
ployment pipelines are, in most part, structured in multiple and
consecutive phases, but that, thus far, there has been little research
on Docker-enabled workflows in CD processes. A recent study has
pointed out that software engineering tasks can benefit from the
mining of container image repositories, like Docker Hub [65].

DockerHub is Docker’s cloud-based registry, containing 2,018,057
Docker images as of March 2018. Docker Hub provides GitHub in-
tegration as well as some featured tools, e.g., automated builds [29],
which allow developers to build their images automatically from
GitHub sources [7]. The build data and Dockerfile information on
Docker Hub is available for mining, if the repositories are public.

CD and Deployment Pipelines. Continuous Deployment (CD) is
a practice in which incremental software updates are tested, vetted,
and deployed to production environments [54]. CD leverages the

https://www.docker.com/company
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CI [41] process and extends it to include the immediate deployment
of software [18]. Humble et al. [32] reported on an early overview of
CD practices and introduced several guidelines. Vassallo et al. [63]
investigated CD practices at ING [62], focusing on their impact on
the development process and management of technical debt. Savor
et al. [56] reported on an empirical study conducted in two high-
profile Internet companies; they found that the adoption of CD
does not limit scalability in terms of productivity in an organization
even if the system grows in size and complexity. In summary, prior
work mostly focused on defining CD and describing particular
implementations in a small sample of organizations or projects.

The emergence of CD also increases the importance of deploy-
ment pipelines [36]. A deployment pipeline should include explicit
stages, e.g., building and packaging, to transfer code from a source
repository to the production environment [3]. In each stage, devel-
opers can choose different tools or services, which, in turn, will
produce different CD workflows. It is becoming increasingly clear
that one size does not fit all, with recent studies by Shahin et al. [58],
Zhao et al. [66], or Widder et al. [64] showing that the choice of
CI/CD tools and infrastructures is highly context dependent.

Despite the importance of containerization and Docker in in-
dustry, to the best of our knowledge, no existing research has in-
vestigated the barriers and needs developers face when using con-
tainerized CD workflow, or what trade-offs developers must make
when choosing different CD workflows. With this paper, we at-
tempt to address this literature gap, and provide insights into the
Docker-enabled CD workflows in the OSS community.

3 DEVELOPER SURVEY
Our study starts with a qualitative exploration of developers’ ex-
periences and expectations using Docker containers as part of CD
workflows (RQ1), for which we conducted a survey. Our goals were:
(1) to gain understanding of how people use containerized CD, fo-
cusing on what motivations, barriers, and unmet needs developers
face with their Docker-enabled CD workflows; and (2) to generate
hypotheses to be tested in a follow-up quantitative study.

3.1 Survey Methods
Survey design and participants. Since little is published about
containerized CD, we designed the survey broadly, around use cases
and pain points, and ran a pilot to refine the protocol. Questions
were inspired mainly by SE literature on trade-offs in CI [27] and
online discussions about CD and Docker containers.5 Specifically,
the survey included multiple choice and open-ended questions, or-
ganized in four parts: (1) motivations for doing CD; (2) current CD
tools and workflows; (3) unmet needs; and (4) barriers and pain
points. We piloted the survey before full deployment. To obtain
developer contact information, we first mined all projects with
Docker images hosted on Docker Hub, that had source code reposi-
tories on GitHub.6 Using the GitHub API, we then identified those
projects’ owners and their contacts, sampled 1,000, and sent them
email invitations with a link to the online form. We only surveyed
project owners as we felt they would be most familiar with the
overall development of the project.

5From the Docker forum, https://forums.docker.com
6Following “Source Repository” links on Docker Store pages, https://store.docker.com

Respondents and analysis.Within 10 days, we received 168 re-
sponses, for a response rate of 16.8%, consistent with other software
engineering online surveys [51]. Respondents indicated that their
experience in OSS was 8.6 years on average (median: 7; range 1—30),
while their CI/CD experience was 4.3 years on average (median:
3; range 1—20). Additionally, 32 participants replied to our email
invitations to show their interest in this research and to provide
valuable suggestions and feedback. Since no question was manda-
tory, the number of responses per question may vary; we report
actual numbers below. For open-ended questions, we used open
coding [21] in two phases. During a first round, we carefully read
the content of each answer and marked its keywords or statements.
Later, during a second round, we iteratively aggregated the descrip-
tions and summarized the categories. One author was involved in
coding, all authors in discussion and refinements.

3.2 Motivations for doing CD
We start by gauging developer’s motivations for doing CD in gen-
eral (open ended, 140 answers), to evaluate how much our popula-
tion shares CD insights derived in other contexts. We uncovered a
spectrum of motivations for doing CD (Table 1). Next, we contextu-
alize these uncovered motivation categories with prior work, and
illustrate each with representative quotes.
[M1] CD helps us deploy automatically instead of doing it
manually. We expected that automation is a major concern for
developers, and the survey answers confirmed that. E.g., R79 re-
marked “because the project will be built automatically, no need for
me to build the image and push it to the server”. This is consistent
with Neely et al. [45], who pointed out that it is important to elimi-
nate all manual steps from a build in order to extend CI with release
and deployment automation.
[M2] CD gives us smoother and easier deployments. As per
Fowler [25], CI was presented as a way to avoid painful integra-
tions. CD goes one step further to automate a software release, as
it makes sure the software is production-ready, which provides de-
velopers with easier deployments. E.g., R71 responded, “Continuous
integration to accelerate the development and continuous deployment
to simplify the passes to production reducing the complexity”.
[M3] CD allows us keep our production reliable. Benefield [4]
reported that the deployment infrastructure, coupled with intensive
automated testing and fast rollback mechanisms, improves release
reliability and quality. With CD, the deployment process and scripts
are tested repeatedly before deployment to production, which keeps
the productionmore reliable. E.g., R26 remarked, [CD is] “convenient
and more reliable, less error prone as a manual deployment”.
[M4] CD makes releasing faster. Chen [8] reported that CD al-
lows delivering new software releases to customers more quickly.
By leveraging assistance provided with CD, project teams can re-
lease once a week on average, or more frequently if desired. Some
of our respondents confirmed this; e.g., R120 said, [CD lets them]
“ship as early as possible”.
[M5] CD lets us catch errors earlier to minimize failures. By
interviewing developers, Hilton et al. [27] found that the biggest
perceived benefit of CI is early bug detection. So we would expect
that CD also helps catch errors earlier to prevent the deployment
of broken code. Our survey responses confirmed this. E.g., R51 said,

https://forums.docker.com
https://store.docker.com
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Table 1: Developers’ motivation for doing CD. N=140.
Motivation Total Perc.∗

Helps us deploy automatically instead of doing it manually 60 42.9%
Gives us smoother and easier deployments 27 19.3%
Allows us to keep our production reliable 22 15.7%
Makes releasing faster 14 10.0%
Lets us catch errors earlier to minimize failures 11 7.9%
Can enforce a deterministic workflow 11 7.9%
Lets us spend less time on maintenance and configuration 9 6.4%
Enhances the testing and validity checking 8 5.7%
Allows us to share our work and get continuous feedback 4 2.9%
∗One answer may contain multiple codes; percentages need not add up to 100.

[CD helps them] “find the problem as soon as possible. Avoid building
break that other developer won’t be affected”.
[M6] CD can enforce a deterministic workflow. Schermann et
al. [57] found that deployment workflows, i.e., structuring the re-
lease process into multiple and consecutive phases, is widespread.
Their study reported that 68% of the survey respondents use the
same CDworkflow for dealing with issues as for every other change.
And 74% of respondents agreed that they would release more fre-
quently than they actually do by following a specific workflow.
E.g., R115 said, [CD gave them] “deterministic workflow” and R18
said, [they want to use CD] “because it can highly import the release
phase. Change in one place will take an effort on other systems”.
[M7] CD lets us spend less time on maintenance and config-
uration. Developers perceive that not treating configuration like
code leads to a significant number of production issues [47]. Devel-
opers used to spend 20% of their time setting up and fixing their test
environments. CD can automatically set up the environments [8],
which allows developers to spend their effort and time on more
valuable activities. As R64 said, [they use CD because they want]
“to optimize time, focusing on developing the actual application”.
[M8] CD enhances the testing and validity checking.Mantyla
et al. [38] analyzed the effects of moving from traditional to rapid
releases on Firefox’s system testing. Their study revealed that CD
allows less time for testing activities but enables fast and thorough
investigation of software features. Not surprisingly, this was a
common theme among our survey respondents. E.g., R78 noted
that [CD] “helps with testing, less hassle”.
[M9]CDallows us to share ourwork and get continuous feed-
back. Krusche et al. [35] reported that with CD, customers can
evaluate the enhancements and provide feedback immediately and
in a continuous way, which improves communication between the
company and its customers. Continuous feedback lets developers
spend time developing the right things rather than correcting mis-
takes in functionality [46]. In our survey, R167 answered that, “It
helps me share my work with other contributors easily”, and R156
pointed out that [under CD, they can get] “fast, reliable feedback”.

Developers report doing CD to reduce work, cost, and time spent
onmaintenance and configuration. They also report that CD helps
them guarantee quality, consistency, reliability, and enhances
their development process.

3.3 Tools and workflows
We asked developers which Docker workflows they subscribe to in
their current CDworkflow. Most report either the Docker Hub auto-
builds (DH; 44.1%) or the CI-based (CI; 34.5%) workflows (Figure 1):

Sources & 

Dockerfile

Build images with sources Run tests on images

Docker HubCI servers GitHub

Deploy 

(push images)

Developers

Code

CD automated pipeline

Docker Hub automated builds (auto-builds)

auto-test

Figure 1: Overview of Docker-enabled CD workflows.

machine: 

  services: 

     - docker 
dependencies: 

  override: 

     - docker info 

     - docker build --rm=false -t circleci/elasticsearch. 
test: 

  override: 

     - docker run -d -p 9200:9200 circleci/elasticsearch; sleep 10 
     - curl --retry 10 --retry-delay 5 -v http://localhost:9200 
deployment: 

  hub: 

    branch: master 
    commands: 

     - docker login -e $DOCKER_EMAIL -u $DOCKER_USER -p $DOCKER_PASS 
            - docker push circleci/elasticsearch 

Figure 2: An example of Docker settings in CircleCI.

(1)DHWorkflow (DHW): Using automated builds [29] (auto-builds),
Docker Hub can automatically build images from GitHub source
files and push them to the corresponding Docker Hub repository.
When setting up auto-builds, developers create a list of branches
and tags they want to include in the Docker images. When they
push code to a source code branch for one of those listed image tags,
the push uses a webhook to trigger a new build, which produces a
Docker image. The built image is then pushed to Docker Hub.
(2) CI Workflow (CIW): Developers automatically build images
from source code using docker commands inside their CI builds; the
built image is then pushed to Docker Hub. The CI tools themselves
mostly integrate Docker services which, in turn, allow developers
to use docker commands to build and deploy images. Figure 2 shows
an example of a circle.yml file that specifies the standard Elas-
ticSearch Docker image and deploys it to Docker Hub in CircleCI.
CircleCI pre-installs the Docker Engine in the Linux build images,
as specified in circle.yml. Then developers can use the “docker
build” and “docker push” commands to build and deploy images.

We also asked respondents who use CIW which specific tools
they use. The top-3 most frequently used CI tools are Travis CI
(65.5% of respondents), Jenkins (24.1%), and CircleCI (17.2%).7 We
also found that, unexpectedly, 29.3% of respondents used two or
more CI tools simultaneously. The reasons mentioned were generic,
with the most common being that each CI tool has its respective
jobs or target projects that it is good for. E.g., R39 said, “You have
to use the part of CI tools that works best for you. ... So it is really
about which combination allows the best management”. Future work
should examine the interplay between these seemingly equivalent
and competing tools using qualitative methods.

In addition, 21.4% of respondents use other workflows. We asked
them what their CD workflow consists of, and coded their answers

7In GitHub report [53]: the Top-3 CI tools are Travis CI, CircleCI, and Jenkins.
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Table 2: Other workflows. N=36.
Other workflow Total Perc.

Deploy by using other services or software tools 12 33.3%
Use custom scripts 9 25.0%
Use both the DH and CI workflows 8 22.2%
Automatically test with CI but manually build and deploy 7 19.4%

into 4 groups, summarized in Table 2:
[O1] Deploy by using other services or software tools. For ex-
ample, R17 told us their CD workflow is “a redhat open shift service
which is running based on kubernetes”;
[O2] Use custom scripts. For example, R48 said their CD work-
flow comprised “shell scripts written by me”;
[O3] Use both the DH and CI workflows. E.g., R74 answered, “I
have a base image that is auto-built from a different repo by docker-
cloud, and the main image which is built by CircleCI after a green
build, and pushed to docker hub”;
[O4] Automatically test with CI but manually build and de-
ploy. E.g., R53 told us their CD workflow is “Push changes→Pull
request→Travis confirm config it’s ok→Manual builds in Docker Hub
after QA in my current company”.

There is large uniformity in Docker-enabled CD workflows, with
two prevalent workflows: Docker Hub auto-builds (pull-based)
and continuous integration (push-based).

3.4 Unmet needs
We asked developers about unmet needs and pain points with their
current CD workflows (open ended, 83 valid responses), and found
that 89.9% of respondents are satisfied with their current workflow.
We coded the remaining answers as listed in Table 3:
[N1] Quicker build speed and higher throughput. Like R4 told
us, in their CD workflow “one dockerfile takes more than 2 hours
to build and timeouts”. The CD processing speed will affect the
software release and developers’ work efficiency. As more tests
are written and more artifacts are added, the image build latency
is likely to increase. 21.3% of respondents experienced increasing
processing latency in their CD workflows over time, and 17.7%
would change their workflow because of the increasing latency.
[N2] Easier to learn and config. While Docker Hub and CI tools
offer a great deal of flexibility in how they can be used, this flexibility
still requires a large amount of configuration even for a simple
workflow. Like R109 told us, “sometimes, circleCI config and setup
is pain. Docs sometimes doesn’t help”. Also, complex configuration
would affect the developers collaboration, like R130 said, “It may
spent some time to teach your partner use the CD pipeline”.
[N3] Better build testing support. R27 told us, in their CD work-
flow, “Build testing is quite a pain. I had playing docker to build
OpenCV + NodeJS + Cairo which break while building the image. The
build process can take up to 20mins. If it’s break, I need to try other
configuration and rebuild again”. As we known, CI tools provide
good test integration, thus the build testing needs to be enhanced
for projects that use DH workflow. Like R62 said, “Probably I need a
Jenkins or Travis container in the chain to produce more code control
using some unit testing”.
[N4] Better multi-platform build support. Like R19 suggested,
“For applications, it’s more important to provide multi-platform build”.

Table 3: Developers’ unmet needs. N=83.
Needs Total Perc.

Quicker build speed and higher throughput 18 21.7%
Easier to learn and config 14 16.9%
Better build testing support 12 14.5%
Better multi-platform build support 11 13.3%
More features and tools integrated 11 13.3%
More flexibility and control 7 8.4%
Better support for getting info about failures and logs 6 7.2%
Better security and access controls 6 7.2%

Multi-platform build support is to meet the specific needs of dif-
ferent software development. Like R79 said, “Docker hub support
only x86_64 platform only. I hope that ARM support, like raspberry
pi, will be added in the future. ...”.
[N5] More features and tools integrated. Some respondents
would like their CI/CD system to integrate with more features
and tools. Like R81 said, “Docker cache still not supported without
big hacks on most CI suites (e.g. Travis)”.
[N6] More flexibility and control. Like R147 told us, “at some
point (we) will want to use a pipeline with more control and flexibility”.
In some CD workflows, there is still lack of flexibility of builds, i.e.,
the Dockerfile optimization. Like R94 said, “Its mainly a Docker-
related drawback: I would love to be able to build Dockerfiles that
have multiple images as base blocks (e.g. FROM Java8, Redis). In our
workflow we always end-up copying dockerfiles from other sources
and merging them in one.”.
[N7] Better support for getting info about failures and logs.
When CD fails, developers need to identify why their CD failed.
Better logging and storing test artifacts would make it easier to
examine failures. But the current CD platforms are still lack of
better support. Like R143 said, “DockerHub doesn’t give a whole lot
of detail vs. some other solutions (CodeShip, etc)”. R60 told us their
need is “getting info about failures and debugging of broken build”.
[N8] Better security and access controls. Since CD workflows
have access to the entire source code of a project, security and
access controls are vitally important. Shu et al. [59] reported that
more than 80% of Docker Hub images have at least one high severity
level vulnerability. Like R111 told us, their pain point about CD is
the “lack of automatic security upgrades”.

Developers would like their CD workflows to be both speedy
and simple to setup and maintain. This can cause some tension,
since adding configurability tends to increase complexity and
simplification may reduce flexibility.

Based on the previous discussion, we expect that unavoidable
complexity increases over time in CD workflows would slow down
the developers’ workflows. We hypothesize:

H1. Image release frequency tends to decrease over time.
In addition, a lack of better testing and debugging support would

cause developers to write more test scripts or add more complexity
to their build configurations, making their image build processes
burdensome. So we hypothesize:

H2. Image build latency tends to increase over time.
With more experience doing CD should also come more stability

of the Docker image configurations (i.e., the Dockerfile). After the
initial configuration, developers may need fewer additional changes
or improvements to their Dockerfiles over time. We hypothesize:

H3. Dockerfile stability tends to increase over time.
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3.5 Workflow evolution
We also asked participants about changes to their CD workflows
over time (open ended, 71 answers). Among the respondents, 45.8%
report having changed their CD workflows at least once before,
with the common reasons (barriers) given being listed in Table 4.
[B1] Difficult to setup and maintain. Configuration and main-
tenance costs cause many developers to change their workflows.
For example, R119 switched their workflow because “the old CD
pipeline is a little harder to setup. It was necessary to write several
scripts to get everything working properly. The new CD pipeline is
easier to setup and maintain”.
[B2]Missing features I need. Like R37 described, their old work-
flow was “too slow and missing features”; the poor feature support
made some developers switch to a different workflow.
[B3] Weak support for automation. Some developers changed
their workflow because their old workflow had weak support for
automation. Like R128 told us, their old workflow contained “many
manual steps prone to errors”, while with the new workflow “every-
thing goes smoothly”.
[B4] Overly long build times. As we found earlier when asking
about CD needs, build speed affects the developers’ work efficiency.
Some developers changed their workflow due to slow image build
speed. For example, R159 told us, in their old CD workflow, “Cache
was dropped when the build executed, and for no good reason. So it
took too much time to build the image”.
[B5]More friction and failures. Brittle builds make the workflow
unreliable, which cause some developers to change their workflow.
For example, R66 said, “we noticed that the builds are not really
reliable since there wasn’t any testing. So we refactored the workflow
to TravisCI which is way better for testing, but has disadvantages in
speed of pushing and handling images on Docker Hub. But with a
little bit of scripting the problems went away”.
[B6] Experimenting with new tools. Some developers changed
their workflow because they wanted to use some new tools. Like
R43 answered, “just tried new stuff ”.
[B7] Steep learning curve. Complex processes and unfamiliar
configurations make some developers abandon their old workflow.
Like R76 told, their old workflow was “hard to learn, configure, or
plain inefficient”.
Developers encountered increased complexity, increased latency,
and decreased reliability in previous CD workflows. These barri-
ers caused them to switch to new CD workflows.
In a CIW, CI tools may provide more effective testing support

than in a DHW, which helps developers find more defects before
deploying. But a CIWmay require more complex configuration and
maintenance than a DHW, which increases the likelihood of build
failures. We hypothesize:

H4. CIW tends to have more failed builds than DHW.
Moreover, because CIWs require more configuration, it may take

more time to run these operations. We hypothesize:
H5. CIW tends to have longer build latency than DHW.

3.6 Specifics of DH and CI workflows
We asked participants for more details on the perceived advantages
of DHW or CIW, giving them a choice of 7 predefined answers (Ta-
ble 5) plus the option to provide others. We collected 132 answers,

Table 4: Barriers with previous CD workflows. N=71.
Barriers Total Perc.

Difficult to setup and maintain 25 35.2%
Missing features I need 15 21.1%
Weak support for automation 13 18.3%
Overly long build times 10 14.1%
More friction and failures 10 14.1%
Experimenting with new tools 6 8.5%
Steep learning curve 4 5.6%

Table 5: Specific reasons for using a DH or CI workflow.
NDH=74, NCI=58.
Reasons DH workflow CI workflow

Reduce the time spent on setting up 63 (85.2%) 35 (60.3%)
Deploy more frequently 34 (45.9%) 34 (58.6%)
Increase confidence in build quality and results 32 (43.2%) 46 (79.3%)
Less CD processing latency 23 (31.1%) 22 (37.9%)
Allow higher flexibility of builds 17 (23.0%) 13 (22.4%)
Create more visibility into team’s workflow 16 (21.6%) 21 (36.2%)
Convenient custom settings and modifications 14 (18.9%) 17 (29.3%)

74 for DHW and 58 for CIW. For the DHW, the most important
reason given was to reduce the time spent on setting up (85.2%),
followed by to deploymore frequently (45.9%). Respondents also
gave other reasons, e.g., “it’s free and ready to work with GitHub
projects”, “Easy to share with other Docker users”. As for CIW, the
most important reason was to increase confidence in build qual-
ity and results (79.3%), followed by to reduce the time spent on
setting up (60.3%). Other reasons given were similar to the prede-
fined answer we provided, e.g., “automated test and quality control”.

Overall, we found that CIWs may provide developers more in-
tegration tests to help them find errors easier and faster before
publishing images to Docker Hub. This could make CIWs more
reliable, increasing developer confidence in the build quality. But
the DHW may provide developers with more automation and sim-
pler configuration, which allows them to shift the time spent on
setting up to other development activities. Also, we found some
other differences in developers’ goals when using the two work-
flows. More respondents (29.3%) thought CIWs have convenient
custom settings and modifications than respondents using the
DHW (18.9%). And more respondents (36.2%) thought CIWs cre-
ate more visibility into the team’s workflow than respondents
using the DHW (21.6%).

The DH and CI workflows may differ in release frequency, build
outcomes, build configuration stability, and build latency.

From the responses, CIWs may provide developers higher con-
figurability than the DHW, which should result in more efficient
CD workflows. So, we hypothesize:

H6. CIW tends to have higher release frequency than DHW.
Similarly, the high configurability of a CIW may provide devel-

opers more possibilities to revise their Dockerfile configurations.
We hypothesize:

H7. CIW tends to have lower Dockerfile stability than DHW.
It is very intuitive for us to expect a significant difference be-

tween CIW and DHW. But within CIWs, different CI tools should
have similar functions and roles in the CD workflow. Thus, we
hypothesize:

H8. Within CIWs, there should not be significant differences be-
tween different CI tools.
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4 LARGE-SCALE QUANTITATIVE STUDY
Based on the findings and hypotheses from our qualitative study
(detailed above, in §3), we conducted a quantitative study to explore
differences between the two CD workflows (RQ2).

4.1 Methods
Projects selection. From the container list in Docker Store, we
collected basic information for all containers listed on or before
July 2017. Our survey responses show that the two widely used
CD workflows are DHW and CIW (§3.3); we selected projects that
used only those two workflows. For projects using CIW, we limited
our study to two cloud-based CI platforms, Travis CI and CircleCI,
since in the Docker Hub documentation and in our survey, we
found these to be among the most popular three; the third, Jenkins,
runs locally and thus has no publicly-available data or API. We call
projects that use the DH workflow DH projects, those that use the
Travis CI workflow Travis projects, and those that use the CircleCI
workflow Circle projects. We identified DH projects by checking
for the presence of the string “is_automated” through the Docker
Hub API (True means the project has auto-builds); this yielded 500
DH projects. For Travis and Circle projects, we identified them
by checking the Docker-enabled deployment settings [12, 13], e.g.,
“docker push” and “docker build”, in their “.travis.yml” or
“circle.yml” configuration files; this yielded 282 Travis projects
and 343 Circle projects; each of them only used one type of CD
workflow in their history.
Data collection and filtering. Out data collection involved min-
ing three types of sources: (1) Docker Hub data, i.e., Docker Hub
builds, using the Docker Hub API; (2) GitHub data, i.e., commits
and git logs of Dockerfile, using the GitHub API; and (3) CI data, i.e.,
CI builds, using the Travis CI and CircleCI APIs. For CI builds, the
main work done by the CI tools is integration testing, so we parsed
the CI build scripts8 to distinguish between deployment builds
(the aim of this CI build is to deploy images) and general test builds.
We only consider deployment builds in our study. Then, we filtered
out projects with less than 10 successful builds, as these might indi-
cate experiments with the infrastructure rather than more serious
CD practice. After this filtering, we obtained our final set of 855
projects for the quantitative study, 428 of them DH projects, 236
Circle projects, and 191 Travis projects.

In total, our dataset contains 133,593 image builds. Among them,
39,094 (29.3%) are Docker Hub builds, 30,990 (23.2%) are Travis
CI builds and 63,509 (47.5%) are CircleCI builds. Table 6 presents
aggregate descriptive statistics over the 855 projects.
Regression analysis. To test our hypotheses, we built four mixed-
effects linear regression models (packages lme4 and lmerTest in
R) with the same random-effect term for the base image. The base
images specified in the Dockerfile (defined in the FROM instruction)
can give a first indication of what it is that the projects use Docker
for [17]. Every Docker image starts from a base image, e.g., Ubuntu
base image. So we expected that the base image has an important
effect on the image build process, especially the build latency. We
captured the base image information by extracting its name from the
specification, i.e., a tuple of the form namespace/name(:version).

8Check if the script has “docker build” and “docker push” commands.

Table 6: Aggregate statistics of the 855 projects.
Group Statistic Mean St. Dev. Min Median Max

DH projects
#Total builds 91.3 155.7 11 30 1,000
#Successful builds 80.5 144.4 10 25 942
#Errored builds 10.9 43.1 0 3 783

Travis projects
#Total builds 162.3 341.5 12 51 3,366
#Successful builds 121.8 270.1 10 42 2,799
#Errored builds 40.4 82.8 0 12 567

Circle projects
#Total builds 269.1 790.8 14 63 7,506
#Successful builds 172.3 506.3 10 34 5,494
#Errored builds 96.9 363.8 1 31 4,133

The random effect allows us to avoid modeling each base image
separately, which would use up degrees of freedom unnecessarily,
but still capture base image variability in the response. All other
variables were modeled as fixed effects. We divide the build data of
each project into different stages, in 30-day windows.

The following outcomes, or dependent variables, were observed
during those time-windows:
• nSuccessBuilds: number of successful builds per time window, as a
proxy for release frequency.

• nErrorBuilds: number of errored builds per time window, as a proxy
for build results.

• nDockerfileChanges: number of Dockerfile changes per time window,
as a proxy for configuration stability of builds.

• avgBuildLatency: mean latency of successful builds per time window,
as a proxy for build speed. Build latency is the time duration from build
start to end, in minutes.
Our independent variables come from two covariate areas: global

(or aggregate level) and local (or time-window level):
• totalCommits and totalBuilds: total number of commits and total
number of image builds in the project’s history, as a proxy for project
size/activity.

• ageAtCD: project age at the time of adopting CD, in days, computed
since the earliest recorded image build.

• workflow: different types of CD workflows, we distinguished DH work-
flow, Travis CI workflow, and CircleCI workflow. We used effect cod-
ing [26] to set the contrasts of this three-way factor, i.e., comparing each
level to the grand mean of all three levels.

• timeFlag: label of the time window, in months, computed since the
earliest image build.

• nLinesOfDockerfile: number of lines of Dockerfile per time window.
We removed the blank lines and comments.

• nIssuesOfDockerfile: number of quality issues of the Dockerfile per
time window, computed by Dockerfile Linter [17, 37].
In our models, where necessary we log-transformed dependent

variables to stabilize their variance and reduce heteroscedastic-
ity [19]. We also removed the top 1% of the data for highly-skewed
variables to control outliers and improve model robustness, in line
with best practices [48]. The variance inflation factors, which mea-
sure multicollinearity of the set of predictors in our models, were
safe, below 3. For each model variable, we report its coefficients,
standard error, significance level, and sum of squares (via ANOVA).
Because each coefficient in the regression amounts to a hypothesis
test, we employ multiple hypothesis correction over all coefficient
results, to correct for false positives, using the Benjamini-Hochberg
step-down procedure [5]. We consider the such corrected coeffi-
cients noteworthy if they were statistically significant at p<0.05.
Model fit was evaluated using a marginal (R2m ) and a conditional
(R2c ) coefficient of determination for generalized mixed-effects mod-
els [33, 44]. R2m describes the proportion of variance explained by
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the fixed effects alone, and R2c describes the proportion of variance
explained by the fixed and random effects together.

4.2 Results
Difference in release frequency. First, we examined the release
frequency in terms of the number of successful builds per 30-day
time-window. Table 7 shows the results of the release frequency
model (Model-1). The fixed-effects part of the model explained
R2m=0.28 of the deviance. A considerable amount of variability
is explained by the random effect (R2c=0.43), i.e., base image, not
explicitly modeled by our fixed effects.

Among the fixed effects, as expected, totalCommits and total-
Builds have significant, positive effects, together explaining 64% of
the variance. Thus, big or active projects may associate with higher
release frequency. We also note that timeFlag has a significant,
negative effect on release frequency (24% of the variance explained).
This indicates that release frequency tends to decrease over time,
holding all other variables constant, which offers support for H1.
Compared to the overall mean across all workflows, the DH work-
flow has a significant negative effect on release frequency (11% of
the variance explained), while the Travis CI and CircleCI work-
flows have significant positive effects. Holding all other variables
constant, DHW tends to have lower release frequency than CIW.
This is consistent with H6. Thus,
Release frequency tends to decrease over time. But DHW tends
to have lower release frequency than CIW.

Difference in build results. Next, we used the number of errored
builds to compare the workflows. Table 8 shows the summary of
the build results regression model (Model-2). The fixed-effects part
of the model explained R2m=0.21 of the deviance, for a total R2c=0.27
with the random effect.

Among the model results, totalCommits and totalBuilds have
a significant positive effect,9 but they explain different proportions
of variance (40% vs 4%), consistent with more code may bring more
errors to the build. timeFlag has a significant negative effect (12%
of the variance explained). Thus, the number of errored builds tends
to become smaller over time. Compared to the overall mean of three
workflows, the DHworkflowhas a significant negative effect (37% of
the variance explained).While the Travis CI and CircleCI workflows
have significant positive effects on the outcome. This indicates that
compared to DHW, CIW is associated with more errors in the
builds, holding all other variables constant; this is consistent with
H4. Thus,
CIW tends to have more errored image builds than DHW.

Difference in build configuration stability. We next used the
number of Dockerfile changes per 30-day time-windows to com-
pare the build configuration stability between the workflows; thus,
higher # changes indicates lower stability. Table 9 shows the con-
figuration stability model (Model-3) summary. The fixed-effects
explained R2m=0.07 of the deviance; with the random effect the
model explained R2c=0.13 of the deviance, and this was our poorest
fitting model.
9Note that in this model, “positive” effect means more errored builds and “negative”
effect means fewer errored builds.

Table 7: Release frequency model. The response is
log(nSuccessBuild). R2m=0.28, R2c=0.43.

Coeffs (Error) Sum Sq.

(Intercept) 0.3631 (0.0398)***
totalCommits 0.4041 (0.0202)*** 265.84***
ageAtCD -0.0602 (0.0156)*** 9.89***
totalBuilds 0.4625 (0.0160)*** 551.21***
timeFlag -0.0385 (0.0018)*** 306.15***
nIssuesOfDockerfile -0.0229 (0.0142) 1.72
nLinesOfDockerfile -0.0359 (0.0138)* 4.44**
workflow=DH -0.3244 (0.0219)*** 145.76***
workflow=Travis CI 0.1922 (0.0228)***
workflow=CircleCI 0.1322 (0.0213)***
***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05

Table 8: Build results model. The response is
log(nErrorBuild). R2m=0.21, R2c=0.27.

Coeffs (Error) Sum Sq.

(Intercept) 0.0806 (0.0382)*
totalCommits 0.3754 (0.0241)*** 184.56***
ageAtCD -0.1426 (0.0227)*** 30.21***
totalBuilds 0.1135 (0.0238)*** 17.32***
timeFlag -0.0243 (0.0028)*** 56.03***
nIssuesOfDockerfile -0.0315 (0.0209) 1.74
nLinesOfDockerfile -0.0058 (0.0210) 0.06
workflow=DH -0.4566 (0.0332)*** 169.40***
workflow=Travis CI 0.1293 (0.0298)***
workflow=CircleCI 0.3273 (0.0271)***
***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05

Table 9: Configuration stability model. The response is
log(nDockerfileChanges). R2m=0.07, R2c=0.13.

Coeffs (Error) Sum Sq.

(Intercept) 0.2257 (0.0401)***
totalCommits 0.1193 (0.0235)*** 23.11***
ageAtCD -0.0845 (0.0253)** 9.97***
totalBuilds -0.0027 (0.0222) 0.01
timeFlag -0.0346 (0.0035)*** 87.40***
nIssuesOfDockerfile 0.0479 (0.0235) 3.72*
nLinesOfDockerfile 0.0775 (0.0240)** 9.35**
workflow=DH -0.1668 (0.0326)*** 27.93***
workflow=Travis CI 0.0350 (0.0368)
workflow=CircleCI 0.1318 (0.0331)***
***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05

timeFlag has a significant negative effect, accounting for 54%
of the variance explained. Holding all other variables constant, it
indicates that the build configuration tends to become more stable
(i.e., have fewer changes) over time; this is consistent with H3.
Compared to the overall mean of three workflows, the DHworkflow
has a significant negative effect (17% of the variance explained), but
the Travis CI workflow has no significant difference; the CircleCI
workflow has a significant positive effect. This is evidence that CIW
may have lower Dockerfile stability than DHW, holding all other
variables constant. Hence, this is consistent with H7.
Container configuration stability tends to increase over time. But
CIW tends to have lower Dockerfile stability than DHW.

Difference in build latency. Finally, we examined build latency.
Table 10 shows the build latency model (Model-4) result. The frac-
tion of total deviance explained by the fixed-effects part of themodel
is R2m=0.20. A considerable amount of variability is explained by
the random effect (R2c=0.57). This is consistent with our description
in §4.1, of the strong effect the base image latency may have on the
total build latency.
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Table 10: Build latency model, The response is
log(avgBuildLatency). R2m=0.20, R2c=0.57.

Coeffs (Error) Sum Sq.

(Intercept) -0.1974 (0.0544)***
totalCommits 0.1551 (0.0170)*** 44.56***
ageAtCD 0.0139 (0.0142) 0.52
totalBuilds 0.2023 (0.0148)*** 99.75***
timeFlag 0.0110 (0.0016)*** 24.39***
nIssuesOfDockerfile 0.0387 (0.0131)** 4.70**
nLinesOfDockerfile 0.1381 (0.0127)*** 63.07***
workflow=DH 0.4336 (0.0204)*** 245.90***
workflow=Travis CI -0.2891 (0.0209)***
workflow=CircleCI -0.1445 (0.0196)***
***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05

As expected, more lines in a Dockerfile (nLinesOfDockerfile)
are associated with longer build latency (13% of the variance ex-
plained). timeFlag has a small, significant positive effect (5% of the
variance explained), meaning build latency tends to increase over
time, holding other variables constant; this is consistent with H2.
Compared to the overall mean across all workflows, the DH work-
flow has a strong, positive effect (51% of the variance explained),
and the Travis CI and CircleCI workflows have significant negative
effects. This means that DHW tends to have longer build latency
than CIW, holding all other variables constant, which is contrary
to our expectation. So, H5 is rejected.10

Build latency tends to increase slightly over time. Interestingly,
DHW tends to have longer build latency than CIW.

Differences among CI workflows. From our models, we find
that usage of CIW or DHW associate with significant differences
in outcomes, consistent with our hypotheses. But with respect to
errored builds and build latency, we also find differences between
the Travis CI and CircleCI workflows. This indicates that different
CI tools may perform the same or similar role, but be associated
with different effects. So H8 is rejected. Thus,

DHW and CIW are significantly different. Using different CI tools
can also associate with different outcomes.

5 DISCUSSION
Here we discuss the practical differences and the trade-offs between
the DH workflow (DHW) and CI workflows (CIWs), followed by
the practice implications.

5.1 Practical differences
We recapitulate the practical differences between DHW and CIW
based on their support for CD automation and Docker, build en-
vironment, as well as developer experience. These recapitulations
allowed us to develop a deeper understanding of our survey and
quantitative study results.
Support for automated testing. In CIW, CI tools set up “hooks”
with GitHub to automatically run tests (typically unit and integra-
tion) at specified times. By default, these are set up to run after a
pull request is created or when code is pushed to GitHub. DHW has
10Some developers have posted about the build latency problem of Docker Hub auto-
builds on the Docker forum (https://forums.docker.com/t/why-does-it-take-so-long-
for-the-docker-hub-automated-builds-to-upload-the-built-image). Some in our survey
are ok with it. R23 said, “The latency and build times are totally okay due to the fact
that it’s free. I would have a different opinion if I paid for the same service though”.

a complementary automated testing tool for deployment images
(auto-test) [28], provided by Docker Hub. Before using auto-test,
a docker-compose.test.yml automated test file must be set up.
This file defines a sut service that lists the tests to be run and it
should be located in the same directory that contains the Dockerfile.
Since the docker-compose.test.yml is a standard Compose file,
developers could also just invoke Compose in the CI configuration
file to run those tests, which implies CIW may be more powerful.
Support for Docker and Docker tools. DHW, naturally, has bet-
ter support for Docker and Docker tools than CIW, since Docker
Hub itself is a cloud-based service provided by Docker. In addi-
tion, CI tools differ in the amount of Docker support they pro-
vide. Docker version support provided in Travis CI is more re-
cent and more diverse than that in CircleCI. Travis CI develop-
ers can manually upgrade Docker to the latest version by updat-
ing .travis.yml [10], whereas CircleCI currently supports only 3
fixed Docker versions [14]. Also, we found that Travis CI has some
Docker tools pre-installed, e.g., the Docker Compose tool [11]. In
CircleCI, developers need to install and configure this tool in their
container in order to use it [15].
Build environment. As reported on the Docker forum [24], the
current limits on Docker Hub auto-builds are 1 CPU and 2 GB RAM,
which in practice means potential latency problems for large builds.
On the other hand, Travis CI and CircleCI both provide 2 CPUs and
larger RAM limits (4 GB and 8 GB) for the build environment [9, 16].
We found latency to be an issue in Docker Hub in our survey and
quantitative study.
Developer work experience. In our survey, we found that the
average OSS work experience of respondents who use DHW is
7.8 years (median 6), while for respondents who use CIW it is 8.8
years (median 7). While CIW users seem to have one additional
year of OSS experience, the difference is not statistically significant
(Wilcoxon test; p=0.42). On the other hand, the average CI/CD work
experience of DHW respondents is 3.6 years (median 3), and of CIW
respondents it is 4.5 years (median 4). The statistical test shows that
this difference is significant (Wilcoxon test; p=0.04). So, in practice
this may mean that the use/implementation of CIW associates with
more developer CI/CD experience than DHW.

5.2 Trade-Offs between CD workflows
Our survey and data analysis revealed that when choosing between
CIW and DHW one may have to trade some features for others and
that it is unlikely that one workflow will fit all:
Higher configurability (CIW) vs. Higher simplicity (DHW)
(see M7, B1, N2, N6, Model-3 and §5.1). Highly configurable work-
flow means also one that is harder to use due to its complexity.
On the other hand, simplicity means higher build configuration
stability, but may also mean less control and lower flexibility.
Higher performance (CIW) vs. Diverse needs (DHW) (see N1,
B2, B3, B4, Model-1, Model-4 and §5.1). Specific requirements (e.g.,
different Docker versions) may bring about lower performance. But
higher performance may not meet more diverse needs.
Higher reliability (CIW) vs. Lower maintenance (DHW) (see
M3, M5, M8, N3, B5, Model-2 and §5.1). More testing means higher
reliability, but also more errored builds, i.e., more maintenance.
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Higher scalability (CIW) vs. Lower experience (DHW) (see
N2, N5, B7 and §5.1). Higher scalability means that more tools or
services can be integrated and do not strongly limit the CD process
(e.g., build speed) in a project, even if the image grows in size and
complexity. But CIW may require more experienced developers.

5.3 Implications
For researchers. Our studies provide a rich resource of initial ideas
for further study. Our survey showed that 45.8% of the respondents
have changed from one to another CD workflows (§3.5). Examining
the costs and benefits that arise from switching CD workflows
may point to best practices for developers needing to change their
solutions. Hence, our study motivates future work to explore the
CD workflow evolution.

We also found that developers have a choice of different CI tools
(§3.3), and that using different CI tools associates with different out-
comes (§4.2). Therefore, researchers should investigate the barriers
and benefits developers face when using particular CI tools.

Our quantitative study mostly focused on comparing CD out-
comes between DHW and CIW (§4). How the two CD workflows
differ in other dimensions should be further empirically evaluated.
E.g., we have found in our data, only anecdotally, that some types
of projects may gravitate toward one or the other of the workflows.
With much more data and careful project classification along differ-
ent dimensions, some patterns may become apparent. Our findings
motivate the need for collecting more empirical evidences that help
developers, who wish to reduce complexity and improve perfor-
mance, to choose appropriate CD tools and establish CD workflow
without arbitrary decisions.
For developers. Our study shows that developers face trade-offs
when choosing different CD workflows (§5.2). A direct implication
is that developers should not only consider their own experiences
and needs, but also consider the different CD support in the CD
workflows. E.g., less experienced developers may benefit more from
using DHW instead of CIW, because DHW has higher simplicity
and lower maintenance cost. More experienced developers may
instead benefit from CIW, which can bring higher configurability
and performance. Hence, there is a need for a list of “bespoke CD
best practices” for developers with different experiences and needs.

Our quantitative studies revealed that Dockerfile configuration
details, e.g., base image, have important effects on the CD workflow
outcomes (§4.2). Developers should select appropriate base image
and instructions. Also, developers should simplify their Dockerfile
content and optimize the image structures, i.e., image layers and
instruction orders. Therefore, the issue of how to manage and help
developers configure the best Dockerfile needs to be addressed.
For service providers. Based on the trade-offs developers face
(§5.2), there are two suggestions for service providers, one is simpli-
fying the configuration complexity, to lower the initiation obstacles
for more inexperienced developers. The other is improving their
support for CD automation, e.g., integrating more powerful Docker
tools and providing more virtual machine environments.
For tool builders. Our respondents expressed their needs for build
testing and failure logging (N3 and N7). Hence, tool builders may
look into creating modern tools that enhance build testing and in-
tegrate with different workflows. Also, developers could use more

sophisticated (e.g., social coding integrated/enabled) tools that man-
age and analyze logs of build failures.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY
Internal validity. Surveys can be affected by bias and inaccurate
responses, whichmay be intentional or unintentional. To ameliorate
this threat, we designed and delivered our survey by following es-
tablished guidelines [51, 61]. Most of our questions are open-ended
so that participants can freely fill their own answers, and during
our manual analysis, we carefully removed unrelated answers.

In the quantitative study, we controlled for the build complexity
with the number of lines in the Dockerfile, andwe set the base image
as a random-effect. But the Dockerfile may have many different
instructions inside, which may cause some bias, although in our
manual examination we did not find evidence for it. We note that
our models’ fit to the data is around 25% of the deviance, and lower
for the build configuration stability model (Model-3). That is not
necessarily a problem for our purposes as we are only interested in
the coefficients’ effect and not relying on the models to explain the
full phenomena, which would require many more variables, and is
beyond the scope of this work.
External validity. We only considered Docker repositories that
are on GitHub. Thus, our findings cannot be assured to generalize
to projects hosted on other services, e.g., Bitbucket and GitLab,
although there is no inherent reason why they would be biased.
Moreover, we only analyzed open source software. CD workflow
and its influence might be different in closed source environments.
Finally, we conducted our study on the Docker-enabled CD work-
flow. We cannot assume that our findings generalize to other CD
workflows that are not using Docker.

7 CONCLUSION
We conducted the first large-scale study of Docker-enabled CD
workflows on Docker Hub/GitHub to shed light on the developers’
experiences and expectations when using CD. Our mixed qualita-
tive and quantitative approach enabled us to tease out categories
of developers’ opinions on CD and the two workflows, as well as
test hypotheses arising from them using large data sets. Most of
our survey findings were confirmed in the data, but some were
not, emphasizing the power of mixed methods to produce holistic
findings. Our findings indicate that developers face trade-offs when
choosing between different CD workflows with respect to config-
urability, simplicity, requirements, performance, stability, developer
experience, etc., and we were able to distill some implications for
different stakeholders.
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